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“Ah.”

“All right, Spirit, if you don’t want to go, I’ll go by myself.”

“I do, I’ll get up right away.”Bai Ling’er immediately lifted the blanket and got up
to get dressed.

In the middle of the night, Omi took Bai Ling’er with him and left the White Flow
Family in a flurry.

Outside the White Flow Family’s mansion, Wang Rufang and Liu Xuan were
waiting there, meeting up with Omi.

“Wind Lightning, you’ve finally come, I’ve been waiting for you for a long
time.”Wang Rufang said.

“Ugh, what a pain, why did you have to leave when it was so nice.”

“You guys don’t understand, Bai Cheng is simply a hypocrite, if I let him know
that he would leave, he would definitely kill me, heck, under the eyes of such
people, there might be problems that day, it is better to leave, the Golden Rock
family is so sincere, it is more worthwhile for us to go, after all, I am going to
bring my family here in the future, I definitely want to choose a reliable force.”

“Alright, alright, let’s go.”

Omi brought Bai Ling’er, as well as Liu Xuan, Wang Rufang, and the four of them
rushed to the direction of the Golden Rock Family.
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“Boss, boss, it’s bad.”

“What is it.”

“Today, I asked Bai Ling’er’s girl to help keep an eye on Wind Lightning and Bai
Ling’er, but I didn’t expect that just now Bai Ling’er’s girl came to report that
Wind Lightning had left with Bai Ling’er.”

“What? This son of a bitch, he even acted so calm the day before yesterday, if I
had known he would leave, I would have killed him the day before yesterday, I



would rather kill him than send a genius to the Golden Rock Family and the
Seagod Family, son of a bitch, give me a chase right away, I must catch up and kill
him before I enter the territory of the Golden Rock Family.”

“Yes.”

Bai Cheng’s men immediately brought more than ten early Dengfeng realm
powerhouses to chase after Omi.

Two hours later, Omi suddenly felt a strong momentum chasing him from the
rear.

“No good, the White Flow Family has discovered it, at least a dozen or so early
Peak Deng realm powerhouses are coming after us.”Omi’s face changed.

“Ah, finished finished, you said this toss, we could have survived for a few more
years, but now it’s good.”Wang Rufang grumbled.

Liu Xuan a glare, “Cut the crap, the wind is righteous before taking us with him,
now blame him, the worst case scenario is a few years ahead of the deadline,
what’s the big deal.”

Omi had to fight his way to escape.

“Black Jiao, hurry up, hurry up.”Omi slapped the black jiao underneath him.

The black jiao underneath him, however, suddenly turned around and flew
backwards.

“Hey, Black Jiao, what are you doing?I told you to fly forward, but you went
backwards instead.”

The black jiao said, “I’m sorry, you can’t escape, once you are caught up, even I
will die, I don’t want to die, I’m up and down, I don’t want to die.”

Omi was annoyed, and wanted to kill Black Jiao with a slap, but this really wasn’t
the time.

Wang Rufang said, “Black Jiao, if you don’t turn around, I’ll kill you right now.”

“Oooooh, please, please let me go.”

“Go, or I’ll kill you.”

The Black Jiao had no choice and turned around again to fly forward.

However, this delay, the people behind had already caught up, and the later ones
riding the black jiao were all faster.



“Wind Lightning, still want to run?You ungrateful one, thanks to our lord being so
good to you, you betrayed him.”A voice came from thousands of meters behind
him.

Omi raged, “Bai Cheng is truly a hypocrite, it’s fortunate that I didn’t show any
intention of leaving that night, otherwise I wouldn’t even be alive today.”

“I’m glad you know, but you still don’t stop.”

“Stop?For you to kill?White Flow Family, I didn’t want to hold a grudge against
you, but since you’re so overbearing and ruthless, it’s my freedom to be whoever
I want to be on the staff of, and you’re still not even allowing me to leave.”
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; “Who let you have outstanding talent, since you can’t be used for the Bai family,
you must die, otherwise wouldn’t it be a problem for the Bai family in the future,
you can’t escape, this place is still more than an hour away from the territory of
the Golden Rock family, you have no chance to escape.”

At this moment, a figure suddenly rushed out of the dark sky.

“Come with me.”That figure grabbed Omi and the four of them at once and flew
to another very large black jiao.

“Go.”That huge black jiao flew away at once.

Omi looked at that human figure and said, “You are?Why save me?”

“You must be Wind Lightning.”The shadowy figure said.

“Yeah, and you are?”

“Oh, I’m the vice master of the Golden Rock Family, I happened to be meditating
in this area, I just heard you talking to the pursuers behind you, I heard them call
you Wind Lightning, I didn’t expect it to be you.”

“Thank you senior for saving me.”

“There’s no need to be polite, I also just happened to be here, by the way,
listening to your tone, are you guys going to my Golden Rock Family?”

“Yes, the day before yesterday your Golden Rock Family had invited me.”

“I also know about this, the head of the Golden Rock Family is my brother, go,
come with me to the Golden Rock Family, my black jiao is fast, they can’t catch
up.”

Sure enough, they quickly lost the people behind them.



The next morning, Omi and the others, appeared at the gate of the Golden Rock
Family.

“Wind Lightning, welcome to the Golden Rock Family, let’s go, come with me to
meet the master, don’t worry, my brother is never the kind of person like Bai
Cheng, my brother is very righteous, if you come to our Golden Rock Family, my
brother will definitely still guide you in martial arts, while you are in the White
Flow Family, I’m afraid that Bai Cheng didn’t guide you at all, right?”

“Uh, really?”

“Of course, let’s go, you’ll know what kind of person he is when you meet my
brother.”

At this moment, in the White Flow Family.

“Boss, Wind Lightning didn’t catch up.”

“What? You trash, you didn’t even catch up, do you know that a genius like Wind
Lightning must be killed since you’ve decided to kill him, otherwise you’ll only
leave a hidden problem for the future.”

“Boss, that Wind Lightning was rescued by a mysterious person halfway, and that
mysterious person is eighty-nine times more likely to be someone from the
Golden Rock Family.”

“Son of a bitch.”Bai Cheng was furious.

“Boss, what should we do now?”

Bai Cheng took a deep breath and said, “If I’m not wrong, the Seagod Family will
definitely find a way to kill Wind Lightning, the Seagod Family likes to use this
technique the most, they are afraid that our White Flow Family and Golden Rock
Family will rise up and threaten them, so every time a more talented person
appears, they will be poisoned by them, I believe that Wind Lightning, will also
die someday, somehow.”

Omi was in the Golden Rock Family and met a man of about 120 years old.

“Hello, Wind Lightning, hahaha, I didn’t expect to finally see you here, sit
down.”The head of the Golden Rock Family, said very politely to Omi.

“Hello, family head.”

“My name is Jin Yao, you can just call me by my first name, there’s no harm in it, I
don’t care about these empty courtesies.”

“Senior Wind Lightning, pay my respects to Senior Jin Yao.”



“Wind Lightning, why would Bai Cheng let you go?From what I know of him, I’m
afraid you didn’t have an easy walk.”

“Indeed, it was fortunate that I met your brother, Senior Jin Yue, halfway and was
able to escape the White Flow Family’s pursuit.”

“Alas, this son of a bitch Bai Cheng, but you are fortunate to be fine, Wind
Lightning, don’t say anything now, I’ll have someone arrange for you to wash and
rest first, and I’ll pick you up in the evening.”

“Uh, no need to be so polite.”

“It’s the right thing to do, thank you for trusting our Golden Rock Family,
someone, take a few of our noble guests to rest.”

“Yes.”A few servants took Omi and the others and went to rest first, after all, it
would be more comfortable to brush your teeth and take a bath after driving all
night last night.
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Omi washed up and rested for a few hours before heading to the Golden Yew
Master again.

“Wind Lightning, sit down, no need to be polite, why don’t you sleep more.”

“Oh, can’t sleep.”

“Understand understand, maybe you haven’t gotten down in your heart yet, let’s
say, since you’re here, then I’ll talk to you.When I sent my steward to the White
Flow Family to find you before, what I promised you was to give you enough
money so that you can have a private manor and land, in addition, to give you at
least ten more beautiful women, and also, in the future, I will recommend you to
go to the Great Martial Empire to study, train, and listen to strong lectures,
right?”

“Yes, that’s what your steward told me yes.”

“That’s good, do you have anything else to add now?For example, ten beauties
are not enough, or, you want to marry with our Jinyan family, of course, this is
the best.”

Omi smiled, “I don’t have any demands, the reason why I left the Bailiu Family
was not because I was greedy of the conditions you gave me, but sincerity.Bai
Cheng has no sincerity towards me, the most offensive thing to me is that if I
choose to leave, he would actually kill me, try to ask, how can I stay in this kind of
family.”

Jin Yao smiled, “You understand what you mean, you don’t have to worry, if one
day you want to leave the Golden Rock Family, I will never stop you, Bai Cheng is



a short-sighted person, he only knows how to play with women, he has a whole
bunch of them.If you become strong in the future and even far surpass me, I
would very much welcome you to be able to climb higher and even enter the
imperial dynasty, if you do enter the imperial dynasty, I can still oblige you to
take care of you a bit more.”

“Oh, let’s not talk about something so far away.”Omi laughed.

It could be seen that Jin Yao was indeed different from Bai Cheng.

Jin Yao smiled, “In addition, Wind Lightning, I see that you have very good talent,
so if there is anything I need to help you in martial arts, just ask, and I will do my
best to help you improve.I’m not afraid of you surpassing me, and if you can
surpass me even better, I’ll be able to let you take care of me more in the future.”
One second to remember to read the book

“Thank you, senior.”

“No need to be polite.”

Omi said, “About the money you gave me, no need, I don’t need these material
things right now, and neither do the beauties.”

“When you really don’t need it?”

“Oh, no need, it would be more important to me if senior could guide me a bit in
martial arts.I’m not hiding anything from senior, I’ve already felt the intention of
Zongshi Grand Perfection five times now, but I’ve been slow to completely sense
it.”

Jin Yao smiled, “You’ve already felt it five times, which means you’re about to
break through to Ancestor Great Perfection, normally, when you feel it ten times,
you’ll be completely enlightened and close the door, or even step into Ancestor
Great Perfection without closing the door.”

“Ah, really.”

“Of course, I’ve been here, it’s only dangerous if you haven’t felt it even once.It’s
the same with the Ancestral Master’s Great Perfection to enter the Peak
Ascension.”

“Thank you, Senior.”

Jin Yao stood up and said, “Let’s say, it’s still a little time before dinner, I’ll help
you out, but of course, it’s up to you whether you can get anything out of it.”

“Good.”

Senior Jin Yao immediately began instructing Omi, sword and palm, through all
means, allowing Omi to more deeply sense Ancestor Great Perfection.



In just an hour’s time, Omi had felt the Grand Perfection intent twice more.

After it was over, Jin Yao smiled, “Wind Lightning, congratulations, if you feel it
three more times, you will truly step into a complete

Ancestor Grand Perfection.”

“Thank you senior for the grace of your guidance.”

“There’s no need to be polite, I’m just assisting you, it’s really still your own
comprehension, let’s go, let’s go and catch you up, we won’t get drunk tonight.”

“Good.”

Omi was also a good drinker and drank a lot that night.

The people who picked up for Omi were not only the Jin Yao family master, but
also his brother Jin Yue, and the steward, Jin San Heng, and then Omi, Wang
Rufang, Liu Xuan, and Bai Ling’er.

Wang Rufang had a rare chance to get in touch with a strong person of the Peak
Realm, and was busy asking, “Golden Yao Family Master, I am very eager to step
into the Peak Realm, can you give me some pointers ah?”

“Of course.”Nodding his head without hesitation, Jin Yao asked, “This old brother
Wang Rufang, are you now interested in the Peak Ascension, have you sensed its
meaning?”

“Uh, what mood?”Wang Rufang’s eyebrows furrowed.

Omi knew right away that Wang Rufang hadn’t even taken a single step on the
road to the Peak Ascension Realm, because normally, one would have sensed the
intent at least ten times before actually stepping into the next realm, and Wang
Rufang hadn’t sensed it even once, so God knows how far away it is from the
Peak Ascension Realm.

Jin Yao laughed, “Oh, old brother Wang Rufang, you still have a long way to go
before you’re in the Peak Ascension Realm.”

“Ah, but I don’t have many years of life left, hold on for five or six years.”Wang
Rufang said with a face like death, looking at Jin Yao, inwardly envious, Jin Yao’s
master was only 120 years old, he had reached the middle of the peak realm,
while he, more than 140, almost the big limit, there was even a long way to go
from the peak realm.

Jin Yao patted Wang Rufang’s shoulder, expressing comfort, it had only been five
years, even if he gave Wang Rufang a hang, he wouldn’t be able to step into the
Dengfeng Realm.



Liu Xuan doesn’t ask anything, because asking would be asking for trouble, he’s
not as good as Wang Rufang.

Liu Xuan thought, it’s better to forget about it and enjoy his old age.

This night, Omi drank happily, while Wang Rufang and Liu Xuan were in a silent
mood, and today’s conversation with the Golden Yewmaster was a complete
break in their dream of reaching the Peak Realm.

Omi thus became the staff of the Golden Rock Family, and the Golden Rock
Family first arranged a large courtyard for Omi, not far from Jin Yue’s residence,
because Jin Yao said that he was afraid that the Seagod Family and the White
Flow Family would send someone to assassinate Omi, so he arranged for Omi to
live near his brother Jin Yue, so that he could arrive in time in case of the real
thing.

Omi was very grateful inside.

In the blink of an eye, ten days passed.

During these ten days, Omi kept practicing martial arts, aiming for the Ancestor
Grand Perfection.

“Senior Wind Lightning, the master of the house asked you to go there.”A
servant came to look for Omi.

“Okay.”

Omi arrived at the Golden Yao Family Master’s residence.

“Wind Lightning, received a challenge letter.”The Golden Yao Family Master told
Omi straightforwardly.

“A challenge letter?Mine?”

“Yes, it’s Haiqing of the Poseidon Family, issuing a challenge to you.”

“Oh, okay, when is the time?”

“One month later, location, Mt. Uzumaki.”

“OK.”

“Wind Lightcloud, I feel that this Seagod Family’s challenge doesn’t seem to be so
simple, and with what I’ve learned about the Seagod Family, they’ll probably do
the same thing again.”

“What do you mean?”
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